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When	DM	signal	is	seen	by	direct	and/or	
indirect	detec7on	(in	foreseeable	future),		
can	we	say	if	DM	has	thermal	origin?	
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ReconstrucWon	– methodology	
Generate	mock	signal	for	
the	benchmark	model	
(above	sensiWviWes)	

Scan	over	model	and	
nuisance	parameters,	
calculate	likelihood	

Find	2D		
95%	confidence	regions	
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MultiNest
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Fermi	Science	Tools…	
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Reconstruc7on	of	DM	
proper7es	based	on	
expected	posiWve	signal		
from	direct	and	indirect	
detec7on	experiments.	

Roszkowski, Sessolo, 
Trojanowski, Williams, 
1603.06519
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Figure 2: (a) Brown triangles show the 95% C.L. fit in the (m�, �SI
p ) plane to BP1 data in a Xenon

experiment (XENON-1T) with 730 ton days exposure (the benchmark is shown in black). The same
sensitivity can be reached in a Germanium experiment (SuperCDMS-Snolab) with approximately
1150 ton days. The corresponding 95% C.L. region is shown with golden-rod diamonds. (b) The
95% C.L. region fit (brown triangles) to BP2 data in XENON-1T. Fit to data in SuperCDMS-
Snolab is shown with golden-rod diamonds, and the 95% C.L. region in DarkSide-G2, as a proxy for
a generic Argon experiment, is shown with dark gray circles. (c) The 95% C.L. region fit to a point
characterized by �SI

p lower than in BP1 by one order of magnitude. The color code is the same as
in (a). (d) The 95% C.L. region fit to a point characterized by �SI

p lower than in BP2 by one order
of magnitude. The color code is the same as in (b).

times as large as XENON-1T to reach a comparable sensitivity. However, again one can see that
equivalent sensitivities produce equivalent regions in the (m�, �SI

p ) plane. We neglect to show
here the reconstructions of the heavier benchmark points, BP3 (250GeV) and BP4 (1000GeV) in
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reconstrucWon	degeneracy		
for	DM	mass	>	100	GeV	
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Figure 6: (a) Dark turquoise circles show the 95% C.L. fit in the (m�, �v) plane to Fermi-LAT
15 yr 46 dSphs mock BP4(a) data (the benchmark is shown in black). Blue upside-down triangles
show the 95% C.L. fit for CTA 500 hours. The 95% C.L. combination of the two results in the (m�,
�v) plane is shown with red squares. (b) The breakdown of the branching ratios to a particular
annihilation final state versus the WIMP mass for the points of the 95% C.L. fit to FermiLAT +
CTA data considered in (a). Light brown squares show the b¯b branching ratio, dark green triangles
the one to ⌧+⌧�, deep-sky blue diamonds the one to W+W�, and blue upside-down triangles the
one to hh.

points, and red squares the combined 95% C.L. region. Note how CTA can narrow down the mass
range by almost two orders of magnitude with respect to Fermi-LAT alone, although substaintial
degeneracy among different reconstructed values of m� and �v remains.

Much of this degeneracy is due to the fact that the scan has the freedom to adjust the final
state branching fraction of the DM candidate, giving a very similar energy spectrum, so that dif-
ferent options can equally fit in the wiggle room left by the large astrophysical and background
uncertainties described in Sec. 2.2.2. This is shown in Fig. 6(b) where we plot the branching ratios
to the 4 different final states considered here for the points that belong to the combined CTA +
Fermi-LAT confidence region shown in Fig. 6(a). Interestingly, one can see that the data originat-
ing from a 1TeV b¯b benchmark point can be equally well fitted by that of a 400� 500GeV WIMP
annihilating almost entirely to W+W� with a cross section �v approximately 2 to 5 times smaller
than the benchmark 2⇥ 10

�25 cm3/s.
We pictorially translate the 95% C.L. uncertainty found in the (m�, �v) plane to an uncertainty

in the gamma-ray fluxes in Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) shows the uncertainties in the reconstruction of BP1
spectra in Fermi-LAT, for the case that was presented in Fig. 3. The uncertainties, which we have
assumed to be given by a combination of the uncertainty of the measurement of dSphs J-factors and
the statistical Poisson uncertainty of the number of gamma-ray events from fluxes, can be shown
as a light beige band allowing different shapes for dN�/dE ⇥ �v/m2

�. The band can for instance
accommodate at the same time the spectra for 13GeV WIMPs annihilating into ⌧+⌧�, 25GeV

WIMPs going to b¯b, or 130GeV WIMPs yielding predominantly W+W�. Note that Fig. 7(a) also
pictorially shows how, for instance, the spectrum of a 75GeV WIMP with 100% branching ratio
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fairly	good	reconstrucWon		
for	DM	mass	>	1000	GeV	

Fermi-LAT	
(46	dSph	in	15	years)	

ReconstrucWon	– methodology	



ReconstrucWon	–	astro	uncertainWes	
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ReconstrucWon	–	`model-independent’	
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ReconstrucWon	–	EFT	of	DM	
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Figure 4: Left panel: The correlation between spin-independent scattering cross section relevant
for DD, �SI

p and DM annihilation cross section, x�vy

0

for the EFT model. The points in the plot
correspond to the DM mass, m� “ 1 TeV and increasing annihilation branching ratio into bb̄ quarks.
Solid horizontal line corresponds to the combined FermiLAT and MAGIC exclusion limit [10] for pure
bb̄ final state. The current limit from LUX collaboration [35] is shown as a vertical solid line, while
projected sensitivity obtained for 2 tonne-years exposure of the Xenon1T experiment [5] corresponds
to the vertical dashed line. Right panel: Reconstruction of the non-thermal contribution to the DM
relic density for the EFT model for the benchmark point annihilates dominantly into bb̄ (squares) or
⌧`⌧´ (blue triangles). The position of the benchmark points correspond to m� “ 1 TeV and three
values of x�vy

0

“ p2, 1 and 0.5q ˆ 10´25 cm3

{s. The bb̄ (⌧`⌧´) benchmark point corresponding to the
largest value of x�vy

0

is characterized by �SI

p “ 2 ˆ 10´46 cm2 (2 ˆ 10´46 cm2). The horizontal black
dashed line corresponds to the total DM relic density.

experiments with respect to the similar analysis discussed in the model-independent section, which
comes partly from a smaller set of final states in the considered EFT model (specifically, the lack of
W`W´ and hh final states). On the other hand the improvement in the reconstruction of ⌦non-th.

� h2

is to a large extent the e↵ect of the correlation between the ID and DD experiments.

4 Neutralino DM

4.1 Reconstruction of non-freeze-out component of DM with wino and
higgsino DM

In the preceding Section, we have shown what we can learn about the generation of WIMP DM
without invoking specific assumptions about the underlying microscopic model of DM. However, if

10

DM	tree-level	couplings	only	to	3rd	generaWon	fermions	
DM	coupling	to	1st	generaWon	through	RG	running	
D’Eramo	et	al.,	arXiv:1411.3342, 1605.04917

	 	annihilaWon	channels	

log10(m�/GeV) 1� 3.7
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Conclusions	 Read	on…	

n	`model	independent’	DM	
almost	impossible	to	exclude	
thermal-only	DM	despite	large	
annihilaWon	cross	secWon	

If	DM	is	seen	in	Xenon1T,	Fermi-LAT	and	CTA:	

n	EFT	of	DM	
be?er	reconstrucWon,	but	sWll	
difficult	to	exclude	thermal-
only	DM	

n	`model	independent’	DM	
with	Sommerfeld	enhancement	
or	mulW-component	DM	– 
impossible	to	exclude	thermal-
only	DM	

n	wino	or	higgsino	DM	
very	good	reconstruc7on,	
disproving	thermal-only	DM	
possible		
nonthermal	DM	component	
form	graviWno	or	axino	decays:	
determinaWon	of	reheaWng	
temperature	


